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PREPARED STATEMENT OF' :rulLPH 'J. TEMPLE" AMERICAN' CIVIL 

L;rBER'l'IES UNI,ON , ' 

-I: 
February 6,1978 

Senator Eagleton: 

,My name is R61p!l J: TempJ,e;: and I am the Legal Direc;tor of 

the,,~ar:l.can Ciliii Liberties Union Fund 'of' tile 'National Cap:l.i;a1 Ar~a, 
, . .0 

(ACLU-NCA). 

The ACLU-NCA appreciates this opportunity to, present ,its ,views 

bxi''H;R. 7747-, which amends the D.C. pre-trial detention 1a~, and 

H.R. 9571, which proposes to require spe~dy trials in District of" 
'-:' ,.', I. ',',- .' " ' 

'Co1~mbiacri"1i?,,1:cases. "The ACLU has ,long :been; ~oncerned with problems 

,()f.'h~il; pre;'trial' detention, speedy ,trial, andr~lated,is~ues whi\;l! 

i,~vo1ve, the administration ofcrtini'nd Justice a~d the rights of ,indiv-
. '.: ~ ~ \~".', . : 

dual, dtizens,.Member,9 :of the ACLU-NCA. l,iile and work, in t~e City. 

'Crime ,-- its prevention, detecUon",and.:Lts Plfnishme~t:-,~_ are matters 

which "affect us, just a's tliey affect other -members of the cotinnunity. 

INTRODUCTION 

We are e'spedally grateful f~r tliis COmmittee's &eclSion to 

seek the ~iew~ of the Wa~hing~on, communHy s.ince iF, is the people of 

, thE! CHy who, i),a,ve ,the most direct iriterest,~n the,prob1em of crime. 

and iil the proposals whi'ch have ,been' advanced 'to combatH::' We belieVE! 

that, th~ P?bUc is,n~ 10ng~i !nC~ined't?accept unciriticaiiy th~ cdme

fighting sli'~gansof a fe~ years ago, inc1udin.g,such mis1eading,ones as 

"revo1 iring door jus tice" • 

Aft~r, ye~rs ?f h~ving t,he 'crime issue exploited by those ";h~, 
wO\lld furtper ,their ~wn ends, anc;l as, a smokescree,n to S:vo,id real pro-

" blems:iri ,the criminal justice 'system, ,the people ofWastdngton have lost 

patience. Now, after untold dollars and brokeripromises, tlie'dtize~s 

of this City wa~t effectiv~' actio~ from the .congre~,s, "the 'courts'; 

the police, and the prosecutors,. 
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Over the course of the two years since this:legislation was 

first introduced' 'in the',House, almost' a score' of community organiza

~ions Qave come 'out, publicly to oppose the extension of pre-trial, 

detention as embodied in the bill before this Committee; or to favor 

the more effective 'approach embodied in legislatively-mandated speedy 

trials. 

Among the groups which have spoken out against ,pre-trial de

tention Or in favor of speedy ,trials aJ;e the Washington chapter of·the 
I 

NAACP, the Wash~ngt.on urbanLeague, the Office of Social Development 

of the Archihocese,of Washington, the S"dal Action Committee 'of the 

Washington Board of Rabbis, the Friends Qommittee on National Legisla-
. - !., . 

tion, the Conmission on SocIal Justice' of the Council of Churches of 

Greater Washington, the .Commission on Racial Justice of the United 

Church of Christ,' the cOmmittee for Creative Non-violence, the Inte,:

faith Committee of Greater Washington, the 'Pre-trial Justice Program of 

the American Frie~ds Service Committee, the Washington Dismae Project, 

the Bureau of Rehabili'ta'tion, the Capitol Hill Group Ministry, the 

Georgetown University Legal Intern Program, the Communities Reality 

Proj~ct, and the board of trustees of the Public Defender Service. 

In addition, the Citizens; Advisory Committee of the D.C. Bar, a group 

comprising some '40 community spokespersons, has also endorsed the 

speedy trial bill. 

These groups recognize that pre-trial detention is a deceptive 

expedient'which does little if anything 'to protect law-abiding citizens. 

What it 'does do is to detract from efforts to address the unde,rlying 

problems in the criminal justice system. The resulting cost is not 

only a poorer quality of justice than the citizens of Washington deserve, 

but a considerable amount of injustice for those whose rights are ... 
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infringed by the imposition of pre-trial det;ention., _ Hopefully, the 

time is long passed when a 'crime "crisis",can be-generated for-narrow 

pOlitical- purposes or ,to' distract the 'public from deficiencies in the' 

management of the ,criminal justice system. 

And most significantly; the City's only elected representative' 

in tae Congress, Congressman Fauntroy, opposed H.R. 7747 (expandeg 

pre-trial detention) and introduced aS,a more rational, economical, and 

'effective alternatiileH.R. 9571 (speedy trialS). It is alSo our under

standing that a majority of the' members of the City Council also favors 

speedy trials and 'opposes expanded pre-trial detention. 

I. THE FAILURE OF PRE-TRIAL DETENTION 

The history of pre-trial detention in the District of Columbia 

shows the failure of the sea~~h for a simplistic solution'to a complex 

problem. p're-trial detention ~as ai~ed at what has been described as 

the relatively few" ~ard-co~e repeat offenders who commit the bulk of 

crime. Representatives of the City's law enforcement. agencies regular

ly point to the 300 to 400 persons who are responsible for the greatest 

i Wh ft all these Years of pre-trial detention, proportion of cr me~ y, ~ er 

are the same small number of individuals still causing so much of the 

crime problem? Why has pre-trial detention been used only an average 

of perhaps ten times a year? Why did it take until last year for the 

establishment of Operation DoorstGp, a coordinated system to deal with 

repeat offenders? The simple answer is that pre-trial detention is not 

an effective tool in combating crime, and the history of ~he non-use of 

existing law is tacit and telling proof of that. 

The House report·on H.R. 7747 acknowledges that it has been 

"a complete 'failure as a tool for de,aling with the hard-corE) group of 
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repeat offe~ders .'';- Pre-trial detention cannot be made to wo~k by 

tinkering,with the pro!,edUl;es such as H.R.7747 proposes, We hope that 

this Committee, too, ~ill conclude thl!t pre-trial detention is ,a failw 

ure ~- and worse, than a failure; It is a device which deluge:;; the 

public into believing t~"t,a denial of constitution'!l 'rights is all that 

is needed to fight c::';ime effectively; It:is noteworthy that in t~e 

years since the Nixon ~~~inistration first proposed pre-trial detention, 

no other jurisdiction in th~ United States has adopted it.. We hope that 

Congress wi~l eventu'!lly repeal this, unfortunate and Uhique experiment 

with the liberties of the citizens of Washington. 

Pre-trial detenti~ was once advertised as a more effective and 

legallY sound Way of detaining persons who might otherwise,be detained 

through the ,use of high mOIJey bond. Yet money bond still accounts for' 

29% of the bail imposed in Superior Court, and more than 22% of t~e 
accused are detained because they are unable to,meet the money bond 

imposed. Judge~ <lnd prosecutors candidly admit that high bond is still 

used to detain defendants prior to trial, even though this is improper. 

It is appalling that those empoi'lered to pass judgment on others, and to 

imprison people for violating the law, themselves violate the law. 

It is un~ortunately tru~ that pre-trial detention is more use

ful as a political technique than as an effective instrument of law 

enforcement. I~ 1976, the public and the Congress were aroused once 

again by publicity about pre-trial crime. The role of the United States 

Attorney and the Chief of Police in exploiting public concern about 

crime was most irresponsible. Having aroused the public, they then 

began urging amendments to further loosen the pre-trial detention law. 

Yet when the facts were discovered, it ca~e as a great surprise to learn 
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that the device a een h d b imposed only 60 times in the previousfiv~ 

years, or less than once a month. United States Attorney Earl Silbert 

th t had. gone essentially unused '."s ince was calling for changes in a law a '" 

Anticipating hearings on its proposals to expand p~eits enactment. 

, ffiee responded by increasing its trial detention, the U.S. Attorney s 0 

use dramatically. In the months during which the House Committee was 's 

amendments to the pre-trial detention law, the U.S. Attorney considering 

reques ts and had 19 detention orders granted. The office made 24 

PROMIS report for the whole of calendar 1976 shows that 28 detention 

d f which 4 were for misdemeanors. orders were grante , 0 

convinced that the problems ~ith pre-trial However, we are 

detention go far deeper. These problems cannot be solved bya~endments 

imposition easier, which further infringe on the rights which make its 

of those who have been accused of crime but not yet tried, and which 

effective approaches to the problems continue to distract from more 

faced by the criminal justice system. 

II. OPERATION DOORSTOP 

The recent experie~ce with Operation Doorstop is instructive 

1 debate ab:Gut pre.tria1 detention. for it has its roots in the decade- ong 

When pre-trial detention'was first suggested years ago as part of the 

Nixon "law and· order" campaign, a number 'Of observers -- the ACLU in-

cluded suggested a better approach. 

offender who is rea nested while 
repeat d him To prevent 
of the criminal justice system sho~ld be focuse on • 

If the problem of crime is ,the 

on release, then the resources 

accused who would be identified as candidates crime on bail, those 

for pre-trial detention should be tried speedily through coordinated 

efforts of the pOlice, the U.S. Attorney, 'the courts, and the defenders. 

Well, the'Nixon Administration was more interested in a great 

d h id a But it was tried in political slogan, and they rejecte tee. 
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some districts a~ound the country with:the encoucagement of LEAA. 

Ironically and tragically, in the one jurisdiction actually to get: 

pre-trial detention, this idea was rejected by the U.S. Attorney. 

Then ' ,in 1975 and 197~,after several particularly shocking 

crimes, the. police and the:tJ.S. Attorney's office began a campaign 

to show that it was the Bail Reform Act and the courts that were reapon'

sible f01= cr.ime. .The predecessor of H.R. 7747 was introdueed in 1976. 

But the 'h~arings in the House 'that year showed that there was an' 

indefensible lack of coordination between the police, the prosecutors, 

and other elements of the criminal juetice system.: Studies disclosed 

that despite protestations to the contrary, the U.s. Attorney's office 

did not pay special attention to those very same 300 to 400 that their 

public statements accused of being responsible for most crimes. In fact, 

there was inadequate management of cases by prosecutors, it was a mass 

prod!,ction system, and individual attorneys had divided responsibility 

for each case as it,moved through the system. Witnesses were lost, or 

confused, and didn't know who to call or where to go. It is 'no wonder 

the prosecutors were not able to focus their attention on the repeaters. 

Most shocking, in light of the political c~paign then being waged, is 

the fact that recidivism was not then a factor in the processing of the 

cases by the U.S. Attorney. At the same time that Mr. Silbert and 

Chief Cullinane were aecusing the courts 6f so-called "revolving door 

justice", they had not ,taken the time to examine. and improve their own 
operations. 

In the face of the challenge put to the system by this campaign, 

Chief Judge Harold Greene· did a mQst extraordinary thing: he called 

in Chief Cullinane and prosecutor Silbert fora unified approach to 

the problem. In August, 1976, out of this meeting and the criticism 
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of the U.S. Attorney's office during the House hearings, came Operation 

Doors to,p , the kind of coordinateq fo,cus on career 'criminals that, 

Boston and other ctties had had the benefits of for several years. 

Doorstop, despite some unfortunate aspects', shows how well the 

system can work when coordinated action takes the'place of rhetoric and 

public posruring. ,Cases are processed promptly -- indictments come in 

8 days, not60-100 days;, a' ,single prosecutor and a team of police are' 

each responsible, for the case from beginning to end; ,wirnesses and 

evidence are not lost; convictimls are obtained in a, very high portion 

of the cases, many by plea. 

It is this kind of close cooperation, coordination, and effec

tive implementation of a crime strategy which is effective -- not more 

politic!dng about pre-trial detention. 

The kind of management and utilization that Doorstop represents 

is what the speedy t~ial bill aims at in a more orderly, regularized; 

and comprehensive manner. We submit that Operation Doorstop demonstrates 

that H.R. 7747 is unnecessary and unwise, and is strong proof of what 

speedy trials can accomplish. 

III. H.R.' 7747 

The amendments incorporated in H.R. 7747 are designed to make 

it easie~ to use pre-trial detention. The ACLU considers each of these 

changes obj ectionable. 

The proposal to allow persons ,charged with murder, forcible rape, 

and armed robbery to be detained indefinitely offends the Constitution 

and is an extremely dangerous precedent to set in a country which prides 

itself on requiring due process of law before a citizen is deprived of 

his or he~liberty. Attached to this testimony as Appendi~ I, is a 
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memorandum 'setting 'forth the unconstitutionali'~y of this provision, 

and we would like 'to ask that it be printed in'tb! body of the hearings 

as part of our submission:" This memO shows that judicial discretion 

to deny b'1"~ 'to persons 'accused of capital crimes has been tradition

ally' 'tied to the existence of the death penalty which those particular 

accuseds faced. It was assumed that no deterrent to flight was effec

tive in the face of the death penalty; Denial 'of bail was 'not based 

on the nature of the crime,but on the possible penalty. Am!. even then, 

danial of bail was'not automatic, but discretiOnary. 'The proposition 

tha'l! defendants charged with armed robbery may be denied bail i~ unique 

in American jurisprudence, and does 'not even have a vestige ,of histor

ical argument to support its constitutiona1i~y. It is'a clear viola

tion of the 8th Amendment. 

Section 2"of the bill would allow the judicial officer to com

mence pre-trial detention proceedings on his or her own motion, even 

in the absence of Ii"request from the prosecutor. This change is a 

reflection of unhappiness with the reluctance of the prosecutors to 

request detention in more' cases. That reluctance is a tacit acknow" 

ledgement On the prosecutor's part that'pre-tria1 detention 1s' not a 

crucial or effective tool. This reluctance will not be cured'by shift

ing the prosecutor's role to the judge. This makes the'judge a sub

stitute prosecutor, 'responsible for doing what the prosecutor'cannot 

be relied upon to do. The provision denigrates both the judge and the 

prosecutor. It mixes dangerously, and probably UncOnstitutionally, the 

functions of the impartial magistrate and the prosecutor. If the 

Committee is unhappy with the way the U.S. Attorney's office is fulfil

ling its respOnsibilities; the solution is ,norte give t,he judge the 

prosecutor's funation, but to hold the U.S. Attorney accountable. 
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Section 3 of the bill extends ,the present five day hold period 

to ten days, We oppose any extension of the present holdin~\.period, 

because we believe that the time in whichs person is . detained without 

procedur.~l que proc;:es~.\sltould be "kept to, a minimum. \ 

This provision, lik41' th.e proposal o~ Section 4, to extend the. 

detention period from 60. t;q 90 days , . results from a, belief t\1at the 

criminal justice system needs.,more time.to wor.k because it lacks the 

resources, efficiency ami mangement techniques to operate w,ithin exist

ing statutory requirements. The need for this provisio~ is belied,by 

the dispatcn with which the career Crime Unit has Worked, and by the 

improved'coordination and operations of the Parole Office, Unfortun

ately, this provision is yet another instance in which the failure of 

the system to operate as it should results in the loosening up of statu

tory limits and individual rights, rather than in a concerted effort 

to improve the system so it workS effectively. It is illustrative of 

an unfortunate tendency to impose uP.on those accused. of crime j:he burden 

of inefficiency, rather than working to el~nate that inefficiency. 

,IV. SPEEDY. TRIALS -- INTRODUCTION 

The ACLU urges this Coromittee to put aside H.R. 7747 and address 

r.he underlying problems of the ~~y's criminal justice system,in ~ 

comprehensive manner,. The I>,est w13.y to accomplish this, we belie'Je, is 

to adopt for the District of Columbia, H.R. 9571, which is modeled 

after the Federal, Speedy ,Trial Act of 1975 •. This Act was ,theprodllct 

of many years' consideration by. the Congress •. , It is proving effective 

in the federal courts and ~e belieVe it, will be just as effective for 

Washington. 'certainly the, citizens of ,tl;le Dis,trict of Columbia~eserve 

the 'same high quality and prompt justice which that acj: P~amises fOr 

the federal courts.. • 
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When the federal .• legislation was before the Congress, it WaS'~lj 

originally made applicable to the District of Columbia courts as well 

as the federal system. In.the fin~l days, the District of Columbia was 

dropped, ,vrimarilyaf . the r<:'!uest of Chief Judge Greene. He a~gued, 

and quit .. e rightly, that the court e i ti h . .. 7 organ za on w ich hac! just been 

enacted, should be given a chance tp work, and that the principle of 

home rule required that the. Di~tricj: of Columbia'.s problems should be 

considered separately. ~t has nO)ol been some seven years since the 

courts were reorganizeq, ,and,. there have, been treme d im n,ous provements. 

But the length of. time it takes to process cases through the criminal 

court is still far too long, and the go.als of prompt justice seem to 

be getting further away, not closer. 

In 1974, . the U. s. Attorney's of,fice had a backlog of 5688 felo

nies and serio~s misdemeanors. 

15,212 new cases, but disposed 

In the following year, the office filed 

of only 10,142. Thus by the,b~ginn:l.ng 

1976, there was a backlog ,of 10,758. of 

The delay in processing cases .is, 

reports for calendar 1976, the mean time 

,also excessive. 

between arrest and indictment 

was 68 days -- approximately half of all felonies took more than 60 

days to indictment. Over 30% of the felony cases took more than 180 

days from indictment to trial, or .other disp,osition, and ove~ 11% took 

more than te.,n months. Inslaw re 0 t th t th P r s a e average time of disposi-

tion of felonies f.r,om arrest to final dj di i a ,u cat on is 222 days, or ,over 

n os ge eo, Which operates 7 months, in the, Dis tric. t of Col, umbia. I L An 1 • 

under ,a state speedy tria:!. law and a legislature dedicated to giying 

the 'criminal justice system the resources it· needs, ,the time is l2S 

days. If the speedy trial bill were enacted, even by the second year 

the limits of 60 days to indictment and 180 days from indictment to 
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trial would result in a marked improvement in current performance 

in this city. 

The solution to the perceived problem of pre-trial crime Is 

clearly to apply to the District the same policy which Congress believ~ 

ed necessary for the other courts under'~ts legislative jurisdiction. 

If trials can be accomplished within the time limits set forth in the' : . 
proposed bill, the probiem of'pre~trial crime will all but disappear. 

We will eliminate the calls for pre-trial detention. 

It sh'ould not be necessary to outline the advantages of speedy 

triale. They are constitutionally mandated by the Sixth Amendment, 

and everyone is' in favor' of them' -- at least.' in principle. yet' speedy 

trials are usually given only lip-service by members of the criminal 

justice' system, who frequently allow technical, administrative, or 

other legitimate concerns to lead them to oppose speedy trial legislation 

instead of working to'resolve those concerns. The approach to speedy' 

trials encompassed by the legislation' is f,:ar superior to other alterna-. 

tives, such as waiting for the courts to establish speedy trial rules 

voluntarily, or creating some system I!hich leaves to the accused the 

choice of whether to press for a speedy trial. 

It should not surpris.e the Committee to find that the judges, 

prl)secutors, and even some defense counsel, will oppose the bill. No 

institution, and certainly not those of the criminal justice system; 

likes to have rules imposed from the outside. The federal law was 

opposed by these same sources. It was passed,because Congress decided 

that it had a responsibility to act to enforce the Sixth Amendment in 

the face of years of inertia. That is precisely the situation we 

face now. 
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V. ADVANTAGES OF SPEEDY TRIALS 

-If Congress W)uld enact speedy ' trial legislation, and if the 

justice sTstem worked to make it a reality, the advantages to justice 

and the community would be numerous: 

1) It would serve to enhance the constitutional rights of 

accused under the Fifth, Sixth, and Eighth Amendments. 

2) 'It would uphOld the principle of the presumption ,of 

innocence, and reduce the possibility of punishment before trial and 

conviction. 

3) The innocent would be more quickly relieved of the 

stigma of being accused of a crime, and more promptly regain their place 

in the law-abiding community. 

4) 'It would reduce the amount of detention of innocent 

persons, and the ~esentment they feel at being unjustly imprisoned 

before trial. 

5) It would reduce 'the enormous costs associated with the 

pre-trial incarceration of accused, many of whom are innocent. 

6) It would ensure that those found guilty quickly receive 

the punishment, rehabilitation, and treatment that, stem from convi,ction 

for a crime. 

7) It would demonstrate to the community a~d to potential 

law-breakers that the system of justice in Washington is certain, quick 

and fair, and that those who are guilty are promptly brought to justice. 

8) It would reduce the number of cases dropped because of 

stale,less; loss of evidence, incre,ased caseload; and forgetful witnesses. 

T~e data provided by PROMIS and analy~ed by Inslaw shows 40% 

of all cases,-- and 25% of felonies are dropped by prosecutors be-

cause of lack of witness cooperation. Inslaw also found that 43% of 

all rob~ery cases, and 51% of other' violent felonies uere dropped 
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because of witness problems. Very often this, is the result of funda
l 

mental ineffect:lveness by the police. In a sample of cases ,examined 
" 1 

by Ins1aw, 25% of the witnesses 'g!lve im,orrect or imaginative addres-

ses. According to testimony by Ins1aw's director, manYlwitnesses 

give 1600 Pennsylvania Avenlie as their address to' unsuspecting police 

/ officers. 

It is unfortunately true that all' too often crime pays. Repeat 

offenders have 1earned'from experience that the likelihood of their 

being tried and convicted promptly is, very 'low. They know it takes 

months before the cDUrts get around to their case, and the longer it 

takes, the lower thee chance of conviction. Whatever deterrence comas 

from being arrested has disappeared, and by that time; ;they have for-
I gotten that they eventuall'y will have to answer for th~ir offense. So 

the inclination to commit further offenses increases. 

They also know that the courts and the prosecutqrs are greatly 

over-worked. If they are arrested ,for subsequent, offenses, they know 

that, all too often, the prosecutor will be willing to drop the addit

ional charges in'return for a plea to one or two. In effect, that make's 

the other crimes' free. Unfortunately, the long de1ay~lbetween arrest 
I 

I 
and trial actually work as an incentive to crime. 

If the law breakers of this community come to realize that the 

COllJDissiOll of a crime will result in an, arrest and a prompt trla1, the 

criminal process will begin to deter crime, and not enc~rage it as is 

now the case. 

9) Finally, speedy trials would reduce to almost nil the 

incidence of crime while on pre-trial release, and el~inate the unre~l

istic fears about this' problem -- fears 'which have been irresponsibly 

exploited by Mr. Silbert and Chief ?u11inane. 
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It,is important ~o ~~cognize in this connection that the facts 

show this prob1em,has been g~eat1y magri:Lfie,d out of proportion. 

Inasmuch as, almost 60% of those wh(r'are rearresteq ,are not 

Convicted" of any charg~ fOr that second,p.trest, it is by no means clear 

that pre-trial crime is a,significant problem at all. But if it is 

perceived as a problem, that problem steres not from pre-trial release 

but from the inordinate delays now involved in bringing people, to trial. 

In the National Bureau of Standards study of the Washington courts 

commissioned by the JU!'tice Department in 1970 in support of pre-trial 

'detenti~, it was found ,t,hat verY few ,~ersons are rearr~sted within the 

first few months follOWing their o~iginal arrest. The critical period 

for the second arr~st is the fO,urth month following indictment, after 

abo~t 120 days, and considerably longer, of course, from the date of 

the 0,~igina1 arrest. Thus, it is evident that if trials could commence 

within two or thre,e months of arrest, the incidence of rearrest woul,d 

be greatly reduced. Thus, the solution is not expanded pre-trial deten

tion, but speedy trials. 

VI. PROPOSED SPEEDY TRIAL BILL 

The legislation which we urge ,the COIlJDittee to enact is based 

on the Federal Speedy Trial Act of 1975: A number of minor changes 

have been made t", ,conform to the peculiar needs of the District of 

Columbia, and, to recognize the principle of home rule. The bill 

H.R. 9571, ,works as follows: 

_, 1,. It establishes a series""f' time limits 'for the com

mencement of tiia1--1imits which are more generolis than those recom

mended by the ABA's Commission on Standards and Goals. 

2. These limits go into effect gradually over the course 

of five years, so that the crimInal justice' system will have the time 

to adjust to the new requirements. 
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3. rhe 'legislation provides the 'necessary incentives 

to meet the go~lG it, sets forth.' TheBe, are in the form of potential 

sanctions for failure to'meet the responsibilities which the act 

assigns to the different parties. Defense counsel will not be allowed 

to enga~e in dilatory actiOiis; prosecutors and courts who are unable 

to administer their dockets effectively must face the disagreeable 

consequence of having cases dismissed. 

4. ' The, bill sets forth a planning mechanism so that the 

different elements of the criminal justice syst'em' can wo'rk in a co

ordinated manner to reform and improve the management of the system and 

thereby comply with the time limits. In the federal system, 19 dis-. , 
tricts have already imposed the final time requirements on themselves 

and another 25 have adopted plans which call for a quicker imposition 

of the final limits that the Act requires'. All of the 94 federal'dis

tricts were able to formulate plans to, effectuate the bill. 

5. The legislation requires that all elements with respon

sibilities in the criminal justice process work together. The planning 

group is composed of representatives of the court, the U.S. Attorney's 

and Corporation Counsel's offices, the Public Defender, Bail Agency, 

the chief administrative officer of the court, the probation department, 

and experienced defense counsel. Not the least important, the committee 

also has representatives of the co:rmunity ,-- private individuals who 

are concerned with the administration of justice. Such a group, with 

direct responsibility for working together. to implement the act, will 

assure that the coordination and cooperation so often lacking in crimi", 

al justice planning will actually take place. 

6. The result of this process will be a coordinated report 

to the City Council and tpe congress silow~ng wh~t,changes have to be 

made in order to bring the judicial system. within the goals' set forth 
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in the bill. The plan must set forth the rules changes, administrative 

techniques, reporting systems, monitoring, and additional resources 

required to make the law work. This report wili show to the legis-

lature how the system wiil better utilize tli"e': , resources it now has, 
and what further resources may be necessary. Unlike the present 

practice, the legislature will know what it has a right to expect from 

the resources which are granted, and will be able to hold the criminal 

justice system to account if those additional resources do not result 
in speedy trials. 

7. The legislation gives the criminal justice system a 

much needed and hither to lacking standard by, wllich 
to measure its ef.-

fectiveness. While the quality of justice cannot be quantified the 

justice 'sys,tem, like other institutions, needs goals a~d Object~ves 
to help it measure its k i ' 

wor , test ts efficiency, and signal breakdowns 
andpottlenecks in its operations. Th im 

e t e standards put all the par~ 
ticipants in the process -- judges, t 

prosecu ors, defense counsel 
on their mark to work as tl d ' 

promp y ~n efficiently as possible. 

8. The act does not ignore the problem which may be at the 

root of the difficulty in achieving effective and efficient Criminal 

justice -- and that is adequate resources. 
act requires that any additional resources 

The plan created under the 
that may be necessary will 

be requested. But the public and the Congress can be assured that this 

will "ot be a blank-check request. The planning process requires that 

the existing resources be administered better; and that necessary ad

ministrative and procedural changes also be implemented. Then, when a 

requ~st for more funds is forth-coming, the Congress will be in a posit-

ion to examine how well the ~ystem is, ut,ilizing its i present capac ties, 
and what more -- if any -- will be, required to.meet the goals it has 
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, 
mandated. This will be a compr~hensive request for resources. No more 

piecemeal requests which imbalance first one element of the system and 

then ~nother, and which never seem to result in lowering backlogs or 

speedier justice. 

9. The bill also has provision for the declaration of a 

judicial emergency if an unexpected cris~s occurs which 'makes it i~

possible to conform to the time limits. 

This judicial emergency is also availal5'le if ,after the 

various elements of the criminal justice process fulfill their respon

sibilities, the legislature refuses to appropriate the additional 

resources' required to ensure 'that the legislative policy it has enacted 

can 'indeed' be carried out. The legislature -- be it the Congress or 

the City Council -- which fails 'to provide the necessary resources 

must acknowledge that it has failed to provide the means to achieve 

goals it has itself set, and must answer to a public which r~ghtfully 

ezpects an effective and 'speedy criminal justice system. 

VII. TIlE BEST USE OF TAXPAYERS' MONEY 

Not the least important result is that the·public for the first 

time will know how mUch it costs to get the kind of justice it wants 

and deserves. ' It may very well turn out that the added costs will be 

very low. Great savings will b~ made merely. by imp~oved administration 

of ,:xisting resources'. Then, too, there will be ~avings in the form 

of reduced or eliminated pre-trial detention, which now costs the city 

$25 per day for each individual incarcerated. Part of the savings 

might also take the form of the $13 million now allocated for yet 

another new jail facility, or the ftdditional millions that will have to 

be spent for more jail facili~ies in the future. We also'have to add 

to the accounts the savi~gs from reduced crime -- and from the fewer 
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families who are on welfare while their breadwinner is in jail for 

months awaiting a disposition which in 60% of the cases does not result 
in conviction. 

But it may indeed be the case that speedy trial will cost more 
" . i.) ~ 

money. If the Congress is unwilling to provide the additional fu'nds 

which are necessary,. then the public will know that the effort against 

crime has been short-changed; 

This is the final benefit of the legislation. It allocates 

responsibility for the effective operation of criminal justice, and 

provides the means by which the public can hold to account those who 

have fulfilled their responsibilities. 

CONCLUSION 

The present bill to expand pre-trial detention, more than any 

other factor, demonstr~tes the aeed for a thoughtful, dispassionate 

approach to the problems of the criminal justice system. 

With year by year accummulating backlogs, and with cases now 

taking an average of seven months to bring to trial, the problem is 

clearly trial delays. Yet, instead of coming forward with a plan and 

a request for resources to bring cases to trial faster, the United 

States Attorney has called for longer periods and more expanded uses of 
pre-trial detention. 

Only recently the District of Columbia acquired a new jail at 

enormous expense. Yet, no sooner was that jail completed, than plans 

began to add a new annex to the new jail; for the new jail has already 

outstripped its capacity. The new annex will cost over $13 million, to 

add capacity to hold only another 480 prisoners. Thus, the construction 

cost of pre-trial detention is over $27,000 a prisoner, without; taking 

into account the more than $25 ~ day of taxpayers' money that it takes 

to support that prisoner in the 7 months he is awaiting trial. 
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It is clear that those same funds could not be put into 

adding whatever a~~itionai judges, prosecutors, defense services and 

other support resources are necr.ssary so that the system can work prop

erly. If we choose the course argued ~~ the U.S. Atto~~~ and the 

Chief of police, the problems of the system will not vanish, and they 
, :~. 

will be back in five or ten years asking for expansion of the pre-trial 

detention period to 120; 150, or 180 days, while people of the District 

will be ad!iing as yet unca1culated construction costs at $27,000 a 

person to cope with the ever expanding use of pre-trial detention., 

In short, pre-trial detention is the new prosecutor's drug 

the qu~ck hit that se,ems to relieve the problem. The public has had 

enough of ,this kind of undisciplined unthoughtful approach to crime. 

It is time for careful and calculated, long-term reme~ies. 
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